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Abstract: Dempster-Shafer Theory is specially advantaged in information
fusion, while Support Vector Machine (SVM) can well deal with
high-dimensional limited sample data. This Article firstly forecasts the data
samples by categories with multiple SVMs, and hence based thereon, fuses the
resulting information from multiple SVM models by using DS Theory. At the
end, Anderson's Iris data set is used to simulate the system of the created
DS-SVM model, which shows that the approaches proposed in this Article can
not only increase the accuracy rate of the SVM forecasting model, but also add
propensity scores to the results of the SVM forecasting model.
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Introduction

DS evidence theory has been widely used in many aspects as a kind of uncertain
reasoning method, such as group decision making, data fusion, and multiple attribute
evaluation [1-7]. Many researchers have refined and expanded the evidence theory [3,
4, 8-12]. In the evidence theory, evidence includes not only attributes and objective
environment which the people analysis of proposition to get the basic credibility basis
on, but also includes people's experience, knowledge, and the observation and study
on the problem. To scientifically and reasonably process various types of evidences
and get the accurate basic belief assignment (BPA) is a prerequisite for the practical
application of the theory of evidence for decision-making. Shafer (1976) and Smets
(2005) discussed how to get BPAs based on expert’s experience and judgment [13,
14]; Yang Shan-lin(2005), Sikder(2007),Wang Jia-yang (2008, 2011) based on rough
set theory from different perspective on information systems to get BPAs [15-18];
Deng(2011, 2012) used a similarity degrees of interval numbers to calculate BPAs
from the historical data[19, 20]; Yang Lu-Jing(2005) studied the data sample by
neural network, and then take the conditional probability as BPA[21].
SVM is a powerful classification and regression technique, it can maximize the
prediction accuracy of the model, and deal with small sample very well, high
dimension, non-normal data, and it is widely used in pattern recognition, function
estimation, and time series prediction, etc.[22-24]. This paper introduced the SVM in
the DS evidence theory, first of all, according to the specific classification problem to
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determine frame of discernment; Then it uses several different types of SVM’s kernel
function to deal with small sample, and get the results of BPA; Then using Dempster’s
Rule synthesis of BPA; Finally according to the judgment of DS - SVM fusion result,
output the results of final classification prediction.

2

Basic Information

2.1. D-S Evidence Theory
Evidence theory was originally investigated in the 1960’s by Shafer, in this part,
the basic concepts of D-S theory are briefly discussed. It enables us to combine
evidence from different sources and arrive at a degree of belief. It has become an
important method for the study of information fusion.
Definition 1 (Frame of discernment, FOD). Assume:   { 1 ,  2  ，  n } is a
finite set of identifiable elements, called the frame of discernment. The set containing
all subsets of Θ is named the power set and denoted by 2 Θ.
Definition 2 (Basic probability assignment, BPA). Θ is a frame of discernment, the
function f: 2    0 ,1  is called basic probability assignment whenever
 m    0


 m  A  1
 A  

(1)

The quantity m (A) is called A’s basic probability number. Any subset A of 2Θ such
that m (A)>0 is called a focal element.
Definition 3 (Dempster’s rule of combination). Suppose m1 and m2 are basic
probability assignments over the same frame Θ, with focal elements A1 , ... A K
and B 1 , ... B l , respectively
Then the function f: 2   0 , 1  defined by
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For all non-empty A   is a basic probability assignment .The core of the
belief function given by m is equal to the intersection of the cores of Bel1 and Bel2.
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2.2. SVM-Related Information
Support vector machine show many unique advantages in tackling small sample,
nonlinear and high dimensional space in the pattern recognition problems, the
mathematical model are as follows: Input two type data in “m” space, SVM inside the
space to construct a hyper-plane to distinguish between two types of data, The
boundary of this hyper-plane distance of two classes of data is the largest. Specifically,
assuming that a given training set {xi, yi} ( i  1, 2 ,  , l , y i ｛ -1，｝
1 , x i  R D , the xi
contains D features), hyper-plane can use w * x  b  0 signify, w is super-plane
normal vector, all of the training samples meet the conditions:

yi ( xi  w  b )  1   i  0 ,  i  0

（7）

In order to solve the problem of linear inseparable introduction of non-negative
slack variable i, i  1, 2 ,  , l , To maximize the hyper-plane of boundary can be
converted into a convex quadratic optimization problem:
m in
s .t .

l

w
2w
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（8）

yi ( xi  w  b )  1   i  0 ,  i  0

Where C is punishment coefficient, used to balance the size of the slack variables
and classification boundary, by solving the above optimization problem, get:
f ( x )  s ig n (

l
i 1

ai yi K ( xi , x )  b )

（9）

Where K (xi, x) is satisfy the Mercer kernel function.

3

DS-SVM-based Information Fusion Model

Firstly, DS - SVM prediction model is to choose and determine the kernel function of
support vector machines, and then to study samples respectively by using support
vector machine model, determined the BPA base on the output of the SVM model.
Lastly, Using the DS evidence theory fused the BPAs, determine the output of DS SVM model by analyses the fusion result.
When using SVM classification, propensity score can be calculated based on the
classification results [25], it signed the degree of accurate predicted, the degree of
accurate predicted is higher, and the model forecast accuracy is higher. Assuming that
the SVM prediction results is i, the corresponding propensity score is ; According
to the meaning of BPA, 1- can be assigned to any element in the recognition
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framework except i , but not sure the assigned to which elements specifically , thus
this article is based on the prediction results to build the BPA as follows:
 

m (A )   1  

 0

4

A 

i

A  C 

（14）

i

A  

Case Study

Using Anderson’s iris data set inspection DS–SVM. Through the experiment, we
choose sigmoid kernel function and polynomial kernel function to build a SVM
forecasting model respectively, through this two SVM model to classify the data. The
SVM1 classification algorithms using sigmoid kernel function (denoted by SVM
(SKF)), the SVM2 classification algorithms using polynomial kernel function
(denoted by SVM (PKF)), because the Anderson's Iris data set have three subgenus:
Se, Ve and Vi, so frame of discernment  has three elements:    S e , V e , V i  .
First we used SVM (SKF) and SVM (PKF) to classify 150 samples of Anderson's
Iris data set, SVM (PKF) model of classification accuracy is 90%, accuracy of SVM
(SKF) model is 95.3%. Using the formula 7 to deal with the results of the two models,
changed the match scores of prediction results into BPAs, and Using the Dempster’s
Rule to compound the BPAs, the accuracy of predicted results is 98%, so the
DS-SVM model can improve the accuracy of SVM model.
Especially, choose the two incorrect data for numerical demonstration’ example.
When the calyx length and width are 7 and 3.2 respectively, Petals of length and
width are 4.7 and 4.7 respectively, SVM (SKF) put Versicolor judged to virginica
wrongly, the match score is 0.683, SVM (PKF) makes correct judgment, the match
score is 0.960, we can ensure BAP1 and BAP2 is SVM (SKF) model and SVM (PKF)
model respectively by the formula (14).
 0 .6 8 3

A  {V i }

 0 .3 1 7

A ｛ S e ,V e｝

 0 .9 6 0

A  {V e }

 0 .0 4 0

A ｛ S e ,V i｝

BPA1: m 1(A )  

BPA2: m ( A )  
2

Using Dempster’s Rule to compound BPA1 and BPA2, we can get BPA*:
 0 .8 8 4

BPA*: m (A )   0 .0 3 7
 0 .0 7 9

*
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By the final synthesis results, the result of DS-SVM model is Iris Versicolor, It
consistent with the original data set classification, fixed errors judgment of the SVM
(SKF) model.
The propensity score can affect the creditability of the model by analysis model’s
result. Through the analysis of the sample, the propensity score of SVM (SKF), SVM
(PKF) and DS-SVM as shown in the figure 1.

Fig. 1. Distribution of propensity score

5

Conclusion

To sum up, DS - SVM classification algorithm has the following two advantages.
(1) DS - SVM model to improve the reliability of the classification results of the SVM
model. Evidence theory has a characteristic: If two evidences support a proposition at
the same time, the support degree of the proposition get bigger after using the
Dempster’s Rule to fusion evidences. Due to the BPAs in the DS evidence theory is
determined by the propensity score of each SVM model, so for the right data from
SVM classification model, Dempster’s Rule Will make the propensity score of the
model get bigger, and the reliability of the model is bigger.
(2) DS - SVM model to improves the original SVM model’s accurate rate of the
judgment. Through the analysis of section 4 can be found, for the error output of the
model, synthesized by Dempster’s Rule, could change the judgment results of the
model, Thus can improve the accurate rate of the original SVM judgment.
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